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ABSTRACT
Evaluation and measuring of image quality in X-ray computed tomographic (CT) data gained importance with
recent appearance of modern algorithms for iterative reconstruction of CT data. Thanks to the ability of dramati-
cally reducing applied radiation dose declaratively without loss of image quality, they are expected to replace the
conventionally used filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm. Quality of iteratively reconstructed data in terms
of image noise is routinely evaluated in images of homogeneous phantoms or in small regions of interest in real
patient data. Character of the noise, whose characteristics are dependent on imaged scene, require measuring in the
whole volume of real patient data and moreover in diverse tissues separately. This paper presents generalization of
one dimensional noise power spectra estimation which enables its calculation from separate tissues. Firstly, basic
tissues must be segmented and the resulting segmentation masks are used for the noise power spectra estimation.
The estimation carried out with the help of the binary segmentation masks is, due to convolutional property of
the Fourier transform, burdened by error due to spectral leakage. A binary segmentation mask may be seen as
a two-dimensional windowing function with steep borders. Our method for reduction of the error is based on
replacement of binary segmentation masks by designed two-dimensional spatially adaptive windowing functions
with better spectral properties. Design of the spatially adaptive windows is based on distance maps and optimized
skeletonization calculated using the maximal discs approach. The magnitude of the segmentation introduced error
can be experimentally measured using a simulated noise with known power spectrum, which is compared with the
noise power spectrum estimated in frame of the segmented tissue (i.e. affected by the spectral leakage). Finally,
it is shown that the proposed two-dimensional spatially adaptive windowing functions are able to significantly
improve precision of the noise power spectra estimation in diverse tissues.

Keywords
X-ray computed tomography, iterative reconstruction, image quality, noise power spectra, spectral leakage, 2D
windowing function.

1 INTRODUCTION

Reduction of radiation dose applied during medical X-
Ray computed tomography (CT) imaging is a very top-
ical theme nowadays and many new hardware and soft-
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ware approaches and solutions have been recently in-
troduced in this branch. Significant progress has been
made by introduction of modern iterative methods for
reconstruction of image data from measured projections
which are able to replace conventionally used filtered
back projection algorithm (FBP) [BKK12]. Enabling
reduction of applied dose up to 70%, declaratively with-
out affecting image quality, makes iteratively recon-
structed images very attractive for evaluation of image
quality and comparison with quality of images recon-
structed by FBP.

Objective quality evaluation of iteratively reconstructed
images is, according to recently published studies,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Exemplary slice from segmentation of head data into three tissues. Binary masks resulting from segmen-
tations are, for illustration, multiplied with original image: (a) original data, (b) segmentation of paranasal sinuses,
(c) segmentation of bones, (d) segmentation of soft tissue.

ID70 minus FBP; STD = 7.0887 HU(a) ID70 minus FBP; STD = 6.6347 HU(b) ID70 minus FBP; STD = 8.2483 HU(c)

Figure 2: Examples of residual noise images resulting from subtraction of iteratively and by FBP reconstructed
data. The images are for clarity visualized in logarithmic scale and false colors: (a) residual noise in paranasal
sinuses, (b) residual noise in bones, (c) residual noise in soft tissue.

based either on evaluation of small homogeneous
regions of interest in real patient data [MNS`10],
[WTZ`13] or on measuring in imaged artificial phan-
toms [MGB`13], [GOS12]. Latest studies indicate that
noise, a crucial aspect determining image quality, in it-
eratively reconstructed CT images is object dependent,
i.e. noise characteristics are different in diverse tissues,
thus mentioned approaches seem to be suboptimal as
they are obviously unable to take into account whole
complexity of image noise [SS13].

This paper describes a part of a bigger project which
aims to extraction and quantitative evaluation of noise
parameters from the whole volume of real patient CT
data and moreover from diverse tissues. The evalua-
tion of errors in estimation of one-dimensional noise
power spectra (a basic characteristic of the CT image
noise) in separate tissues, caused by the tissue segmen-
tation, constitutes the core of this work together with
a proposal of a method for an error reduction based
on two-dimensional spatially adaptive windowing func-
tions. Proposed optimal design of 2D spatially adaptive
weighting functions gives possibility to estimate one-
dimensional noise power spectra more precisely which

will subsequently ease comparison of the noise proper-
ties between between separate tissues and also between
diverse reconstruction algorithms.

2 PREPROCESSING AND NOISE
POWER SPECTRA COMPUTATION

In order to be able to evaluate noise properties in
separate tissues, two preprocessing steps must be
performed. Anatomical structures must be removed to
obtain images of pure noise and basic tissues, whose in-
herent noise parameters will be further analyzed, must
be segmented. As the segmentation algorithm used
for distinction between basic tissues do not constitute
core of the paper, only the main processing pipeline is
stated here; interested reader may find further details in
[WJ12]. First step is one-dimensional Top Hats trans-
form based detection of peaks, representing separate
tissues, in the gray-scale histogram calculated from
whole volume of data. Parameters of detected peaks
are further used as initial values for optimal fitting of
the histogram by a set of Gaussian curves, which serve
for calculation of final thresholds. Simple thresholding
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is, due to overlapping of Hounsfield units, unable to
distinguish between soft tissues and trabecular bone
parts. However, these tissues can be segmented thanks
to distinct texture of trabeculae, which significantly
changes shape of local histograms in trabecular bone
parts. Exemplary segmentation of data from head body
part into three main tissues (paranasal sinuses, bones
and soft tissue) can be seen in Fig. 1. Providing that
anatomical structures are identical in the iteratively and
by FBP reconstructed images (both reconstructions
must, of course, be calculated from the same raw
data), they can be completely removed by subtraction.
Images resulting from subtraction of iteratively and
by FBP reconstructed images are called residual noise
images; after multiplication with binary segmentation
masks noise parameters inherent to basic tissues can be
extracted from them, see Fig. 2.

Quality of CT images is mostly influenced by radiolog-
ical noise, composed of quantum and electronic noise,
and streaking artifact, a result of passing of X-ray beam
via structures with high attenuation (e.g. shoulders of
hips) [IIEN10]. The paper is focused only on method-
ology for estimation of radiological noise parameters,
thus only images from head body part are processed as
they, according to [BCK`04], do not contain any struc-
tures likely to produce streaking artifact.

Basic parameter of radiological noise is its standard
deviation which provides an information about typical
noise magnitude, but says nothing about noise spectral
distribution. Such information is provided by calcula-
tion of one-dimensional noise power spectra (1D NPS),
the parameter routinely used as an image quality mea-
sure in medical CT imaging. Power spectra of residual
noise images can be calculated using equation

Sp fx, fyq “
bxby
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¨〈
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ˇ
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where each slice of three-dimensional noise data
Dpx,yq is considered to be a realization of a stochastic
field. Data must be zero mean detrended prior to com-
putation of 1D NPS, thus an image filtered by a low
pass Gaussian filter Dfiltpx,yq is subtracted. Squaring
absolute value of two-dimensional Fourier transform,
power spectrum of an individual noise realization is
obtained. The two-dimensional noise power spectrum
of the stochastic field (i.e. a process generating the ran-
dom noise) is finally calculated as mean value (outlined
by 〈˝〉 operator) of individual noise power spectra,

which is normalized by spatial sampling periods bx, by
and by sum of squared values in segmentation mask LB
(segmentation mask need not necessarily be binary and
squaring ensures preservation of power in a spectral
representation of weighted noise). Power spectra of
noise inherent to CT images is rotationally symmetric
and its one-dimensional representation (1D NPS) can
be, without loss of any information, extracted using
radial averaging across a constant absolute spatial
frequency.

3 EVALUATION OF SEGMENTATION
ERRORS

1D noise power spectra are burdened by error thanks
to multiplication of individual noise realizations with
segmentation masks which according to convolutional
property of the Fourier transform corresponds to convo-
lution of their spectra. Magnitude of this specific kind
of error (in frame of this paper called segmentation in-
troduced error (SIE)) can be experimentally evaluated
using the following procedure. A three-dimensional
matrix completely filled by white noise is generated and
subsequently colored (its noise spectrum weighted) by
an artificially generated function. 1D NPS calculated
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Figure 3: Example of 1D NPS estimation errors intro-
duced by segmentation of basic tissues: solid line (—–)
1D NPS unaffected by segmentation (gold standard),
dotted line (¨ ¨ ¨ ) 1D NPS affected by segmentation of
soft tissue, dash-dotted line (¨´ ¨) 1D NPS affected by
segmentation of paranasal sinuses, dashed line (´´´)
1D NPS affected by segmentation of bones.
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from this matrix is unaffected by a segmentation mask
and will thus serve as a gold standard for evaluation
of SIE (see solid line in Fig. 3). The noise matrix is
multiplied with a segmentation mask and the 1D NPS
calculated from the result is therefore affected by seg-
mentation (see dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines in
Fig. 3). Final vector of SIE (each vector sample rep-
resents a discrete absolute spatial frequency) is calcu-
lated as absolute value of difference between the gold
standard and 1D NPS affected by segmentation.

Errors in estimation of 1D NPS introduced by seg-
mentation of basic tissues (using binary segmentation
masks) were quantitatively assessed in [WJO`13].
Findings resulting from the analysis of a group of 40
brain images are following: mean SIE is under 1%
for soft tisssue, under 4% for bones and under 7% for
paranasal sinuses, but in idividual cases (for a specific
patient at a concrete frequency) SIE can be even higher
than 25%. Reduction of segmentation introduced error
during estimation of 1D NPS (i.e. estimation precision
improvement) is therefore an actual and challenging
problem.

4 METHOD FOR REDUCTION OF
SEGMENTATION ERRORS

Errors introduced by segmentation are caused by so-
called spectral leakage, the effect well known from
one dimensional signal processing where shortening of
theoretically infinite signal by a rectangular window
causes decrease of frequency resolution and leakage as
signal spectrum is convolved with spectrum of weight-
ing window (i.e. sinc function). Undesirable effect of
leakage in spectral domain is usually reduced either by
prolonging the window length or using a window with
better spectral properties. Analogically, binary segmen-
tation mask can be viewed as a two-dimensional rectan-
gular weighting window with spatially adaptive shape.
Shape of binary segmentation mask is fixed by delin-
eation of tissue. Prolonging of window length therefore
can not be used and the only chance for reducing spec-
tral leakage is in designing of two-dimensional win-
dowing functions in analogy to those commonly used
in signal processing (e.g. Hann or Hamming) but with
ability to adapt its shape to a shape of segmented binary
object.

4.1 Design of two-dimensional spatially
adaptive windowing functions

Common one-dimensional weighting windows are real,
even, nonnegative and time limited functions of one
variable n (index of sample in the window) and one
parameter N (width of windowing function); see equa-
tion 3 for computation of the Hann window [Har78].

wpnq “ 0.5
„

1´ cos
ˆ

2πn
N

˙

. (3)

Situation is rather complicated in two dimensions espe-
cially due to locally varying width of binary objects; N
is thus no longer a parameter and becomes a variable
reflecting unequal shape of binary objects. Variable n
can be in two-dimensional case represented by values
of Euclidean distance map [Soi03]

Dp f q
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

i,k
“min

!

de ppi,kq ,pm,nqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
fm,n “ 0

)

, (4)

which for each active (nonzero) image pixel fi,k calcu-
lates Euclidean distance de to the nearest zero-valued
pixel fm,n, see e.g. the distance map (Fig. 4b) of an
elliptically-shaped binary object (Fig. 4a). Concept of
distance maps can be also used to calculate local width
of binary objects, and thus a variable N. Having defined
a medial axis g of a binary object as a set of points with
more than one closest points to the object’s boundary
(see Fig. 4a where medial axis, a line of active pixels, is
subtracted from binary object), parametric map of dis-
tances to closest points of medial axis can be calculated
(Fig. 4c). Sum of two linear functions with mutually
opposite slopes gives a constant function with height
equal to sum of their y-intercepts. As distance map is a
linear function and maps of distances to object’s border
and medial axis have opposite slopes (see dashed and
doted lines in Fig. 5a), identical property is used and
the resulting constant function corresponds to the local
width (see dash-dotted line in Fig. 5a). In other words;
for each pixel, sum of its distance to an object’s border
and distance to a closest point of medial axis gives a
local width.

Map of distances to closest points of medial axis can be
effectively obtained by placing set of ones representing
medial axis onto zero background, calculating inverse
distance map (for each zero pixel calculate distance to
closest active pixel) according to equation 5, and multi-
plying with original binary object.

D̃pgq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

i,k
“min

!

de ppi,kq ,pm,nqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
gm,n “ 1

)

. (5)

Map of distances to closest points of medial axis can be
seen in Fig. 4c and map of local widths (sum of Dp f q
and D̃pgq) in Fig. 4d. Final 2D spatially adaptive win-
dow (SAW) is calculated substituting variables n and
N onto one-dimensional formula calculating half (from
ridge to border) of windowing function, see Fig. 4e.

Using fast algorithms for distance transforms [MR03]
and having possibility to calculate 2D windowing func-
tions effectively in matrix notation, creation of spatially
adaptive windowing functions do not constitute signifi-
cant computational burden. Position of object’s medial
axis needs to be known for proper calculation of local
widths map. This can be approximated by binary skele-
ton, the result of a skeletonization algorithm.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4: Design of a two-dimensional spatially adaptive weighting function: (a) original binary object with elliptic
shape (length of major and minor axis are 384 px and 256 px, respectively, in 512ˆ512 px sized image), medial
axis of the object is delineated by a black line (180 px long; centered on major axis) inside the object, (b) distance
map of the binary object; variable n in Eq. 3, (c) map of distances to closest points of medial axis, (d) map of local
widths; variable N in Eq. 3, (e) final two-dimensional spatially adaptive Hann windowing function.
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Figure 5: Cross-sections of figures from Fig. 4b to
Fig. 4e taken along minor (a) and major (b) axis, plot-
ted as one-dimensional signal: dotted line (¨ ¨ ¨ ) cross-
section of distance map; dashed line (´´´) cross-
section of map of distances to closest points of me-
dial axis; dash-dotted line (¨ ´ ¨) cross-section of lo-
cal widths map; solid line (—–) cross-section of two-
dimensional spatially adaptive Hann window (in order
to fit on axis of the plot multiplied with maximum of
local widths).

4.2 Suppression of segmentation intro-
duced error using 2D SAW

Many approaches and algorithms for extraction of
skeleton (grass-fire propagation, thinning algorithms,
distance transform or maximal disk based approaches
etc.) are routinely used in image processing, especially
in character recognition and shape analysis [Soi03].
Diverse skeletonization algorithms give, in general,
different skeletons; skeletonization can moreover
be sensitive to gentle variations in object’s shape and

skeleton thus can contain many redundant (in a sense of
local widths map calculation) branches. The question
now posed is how to perform skeletonization to be as
suitable as possible for calculation of a local widths
map. Initially, a homotopic skeleton generated by
sequential thinning using structure elements from the
Golay alphabet (implemented in MATLAB R© software
package) is applied.

Having defined a skeleton of binary object and using
methodology described in section 3, a quality of
the 1D NPS estimation (i.e. the magnitude of seg-
mentation introduced error) using spatially adaptive
weighting functions can be evaluated, and directly
compared with the quality when using the respective
binary masks. Thirteen types of windowing functions
(Bartlett, Welch, Hann, Hamming, Blackman, Nuttall,
Blackman-Nuttall, Blackman-Harris, flat top, Gaus-
sian, exponential, Bartlett-Hann, Hann-Poisson and
Lanczos) have been tested, but results are presented
only on five functions which seem to be the most
suitable for this application. Overall SIE (i.e. one
vector of errors 256ˆ40 samples long; 256 errors
on axis of absolute spatial frequencies for 40 brain
images) for the three basic tissues are visualized in
Fig. 7 in form of box plots.

According to Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c, reduction of segmen-
tation introduced error can be achieved by substituting
binary masks with 2D SAW in cases where 1D NPS
of bones and soft tissue are estimated. Using 2D SAW
seems not to have substantial positive effect on 1D NPS
estimation of paranasal sinuses, see Fig. 7a, moreover
usage of some windowing functions (e.g. Bartlett) ex-
hibit even greater SIE than usage of rectangular win-
dows. Pure Euclidean distance maps calculated directly
from binary segmentation masks can be also used as a
kind of 2D windows and they exhibit favorable proper-
ties, see box plots marked as “Distance” in Fig.7.

The possible explanation why Euclidean distance func-
tions exhibit better properties than 2D SAW lies in
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: A two-dimensional spatially adaptive weighting function of a real skeletal structure calculated using
skeletonization based on sequential thinning with structure elements from the Golay alphabet: (a) skeleton sub-
tracted from binary segmentation mask of bones, (b) map of local widths, (c) spatially adaptive Welch window.
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Figure 7: Overall 1D NPS estimation error introduced by segmentation of basic tissues visualized in form of box
plots (lower adjacent value - 25th percentile - median - 75th percentile - upper adjacent value - outliers); two-
dimensional spatially adaptive weighting functions of different types, designed using homotopic skeleton based on
sequential thinning, are used: (a) paranasal sinuses, (b) bones, (c) soft tissue.

used type of skeletonization algorithm. Skeleton gen-
erated by sequential thinning is not suitable for calcula-
tion of local widths map as it contains many redundant
branches which moreover have endpoints very close to
object’s border. Branches of skeleton near to an object’s
border cause decrease of local width and false ridges
of 2D SAW are subsequently generated (see arrows in
Fig 6).

Bartlett 2D SAW have, using identical skeletonization,
worse properties than other windowing functions (e.g.
Welch or Lanczos), see Fig. 7. Regardless that Eu-
clidean distance and Bartlett function have an identical
character (i.e. linear function), Bartlett 2D SAW have
worse properties. A skeleton which meets the condition
that resulting Bartlett 2D SAW is maximally similar to

distance map can be designed and Welch or Lanczos 2D
SAW calculated using such skeleton may have better
properties, and thus lower SIE, than distance function.

4.3 Optimized skeletonization

@I @I @I

To be able to design skeleton optimally, in a sense that
created Bartlett SAW is maximally similar to distance
map, skeletonization algorithm must allow to control
shape and properties of skeleton by some parameter.
Skeletonization method which satisfies this condition
is based on maximal disks [CLS03], where skeleton
is represented by a set of centers of maximal disks in-
scribed into binary object.
Disk B inscribed into object is maximal if there is no
other inscribed disk which contains disk B. In other
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Effect of parameter ρ setting to a maximal
discs based skeletonization demonstrated on synthetic
binary image: (a) skeleton with low ρ parameter (ρ “
3), (b) skeleton with high ρ parameter (ρ “ 50).

words, maximal disk of object X , with center in position
x, must touch object’s border in two sufficiently distinct
points y1 and y2. Minimum distance between the two
contour points for considering a disk to be maximal is
determined by a parameter ρ . Formally, a maximal disk
of an object X with center in a point x (the part of skele-
ton SKpXq) can be expressed by formula

x P SKpXq ô D y1,y2 P δX | depy1,y2q ě ρ and
depx,δXq “ depx,y1q “ depx,y2q,

(6)

where δX denotes the boundary of X and de expresses
Euclidean distance.

The choice of parameter ρ can significantly influence
properties of a skeleton, see two skeletons of identical
binary object with differently adjusted ρ in Fig. 8. The
choice must follow compromise between creation of
many redundant branches if low ρ is used, see Fig. 8a,
and between intrusion of a skeleton into thin sections of
a binary object, see Fig. 8b.

Due to complex shape of objects representing seg-
mented tissue, it is impossible to identify one optimal
value of ρ to generate the skeleton which meets the
condition that created Bartlett 2D SAW is maximally
similar to object’s distance map. Optimal skeleton must
therefore be calculated in iterative manner. Initially,
the skeleton is calculated with relatively high ρ , set to
maximum of object’s distance map, which provides its
fundamental part in thick parts of the object without
any redundant branches. A 2D Bartlett SAW is
calculated from the basic skeleton and its similarity,
in terms of normalized cosine criterion calculated be-
tween two matrices reformatted to vectors, to object’s
distance map is calculated. In each other iteration,
skeletonization with lower parameter ρ (geometrically
decaying with 0,9 exponent) is calculated and new
branches of the skeleton arises. The new branches
are extracted, each branch is individually connected
with actual skeleton, and new similarity criterion with

distance map is calculated. If criterion rises, the branch
contributes to better similarity with distance map and
is permanently connected to the skeleton. Otherwise
the branch is discarded and can not be used in further
iterations.

Skeleton created using described iterative scheme do
not include any redundant branches and may not nec-
essarily be connected, see Fig.11a. Corresponding map
of local widths is much smoother than one derived from
skeleton based on iterative thinning, compare Fig. 11b
and Fig. 6b, and also final Welch 2D SAW contains, in
contrast to previously used skeletonization, fewer false
ridges, see Fig. 11c.

4.4 Comparison of Computation Times
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Figure 9: Computation times of used skeletonization
algorithms visualized in form of box plots (lower adja-
cent value - 25th percentile - median - 75th percentile
- upper adjacent value): “Thinning” - sequential thin-
ning; “Max. Disk” - original maximal disk based skele-
tonization; “Max. Disk (TH)” - speed-up by Top Hats
transform; “Max. Disk (Optim.)” - proposed optimized
skeletonization.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Extraction of distance map ridges based on
2D Top Hats transform: (a) distance map, (b) binary
labeling of detected distance map ridges.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: A two-dimensional spatially adaptive weighting function of a real skeletal structure calculated using
optimized skeletonization based on maximal discs: (a) skeleton subtracted from binary segmentation mask of
bones, (b) map of local widths, (c) spatially adaptive Welch window.
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Figure 12: Overall 1D NPS estimation error introduced by segmentation of basic tissues visualized in form of
box plots (lower adjacent value - 25th percentile - median - 75th percentile - upper adjacent value - outliers); two-
dimensional spatially adaptive weighting functions of different types, designed using optimized skeleton based on
maximal discs, are used: (a) paranasal sinuses, (b) bones, (c) soft tissue.

Having a skeleton of a binary object defined creation
of 2D SAW do not constitute, as stated in section 4.1,
significant computational burden. Overall computation
time of 2D SAW is thus mostly dependent on compu-
tation time of used skeletonization algorithm. Compu-
tation times of the skeletonization algorithms (thinning
and maximal discs based) are compared in this section
and adjustment for speed-up of finally proposed opti-
mized skeletonization is proposed. Fig. 9 shows com-
putation times of used skeletonization algorithms mea-
sured during skeletonization of the segmented tissues
on whole set of the available data. The measurements
have been conducted on workstation with 2ˆIntel Xeon
CPU @ 2,53 GHz with 48 GB RAM.

According to the resulting computation times, skele-
tonization based on maximal disks is approximately 10
times more time consuming than thinning algorithm.
Maximal disk skeletonization is based on testing of
individual active pixels in binary image and decision
whether they are centers of maximal discs or not. As the
optimal medial axis likely lies near to ridges of the ob-
ject’s distance maps, the proposed methodology do not
require testing of each binary object’s active pixel. Test-
ing of active pixels situated only near to distance map
ridges can thus speed-up the skeletonization. Distance
map ridges are extracted by means of two-dimensional
Top Hats transform [Soi03] performed using four (three
pixels long and line shaped) structure elements (each
of them inclined by 0 ˝, 45 ˝, 90 ˝ and 135 ˝). The
four resulting parametric images are summed and pix-
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els with nonzero value are considered as candidates
for skeletonization, see Fig. 10b. Maximal disk based
skeletonization with initialization by Top Hats trans-
form is, according to Fig. 9, very fast and even faster
than method based on thinning.

Proposed optimized skeletonization is, despite its
speed-up by Top Hats transform, very time consuming
compared to use of thinning based skeletonization, see
Fig. 9. Increased computation time is a logical result
of iterative manner of optimized skeletonization where
several operations (skeletonization with different ρ

parameter, identification of new skeleton branches,
calculation of the similarity criterion etc.) are repeated.

5 RESULTS
Comparison of overall segmentation introduced errors
using spatially adaptive windowing functions derived
from thinning based skeletonization and optimized
skeletonization based on maximal disks can be made
on box plots in Fig. 7 and Fig. 12. The box plots
are computed from statistically respectable set of 40
patients and the improvement is clear in each tissue
of interest. It can be concluded that use of proposed
optimized skeletonization leads to significantly smaller
SIE compared to use of binary segmentation masks
and also to use of 2D SAW designed from thinning
based skeleton. Improvement of SIE is evident for
each tissue of interest, but the most apparent is in case
of paranasal sinuses. Comparing the results for the
tested windowing functions it can be observed that
differences in quality of 1D NPS estimation between
them are similar regardless of tissue of interest or
used skeletonization (e.g. Hamming and Bartlett -
Hann window have always similar results and Welch
window is always the best). Properties (most probably
frequency properties) of individual windowing function
thus plays significant role in this application which can
be further utilized.

Improvement of segmentation introduced errors using
proposed 2D SAW with optimized maximal disk based
skeletonization is evident but for the price of signifi-
cantly higher computation time, see box plots in Fig. 9.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

The novel method for improved estimation of tissue
one-dimensional noise power spectra is presented in
this paper. The improvement lies in reduction of er-
rors introduced by segmentation of basic tissues and is
based on design of two-dimensional spatially adaptive
windowing functions which replace binary segmenta-
tion masks. Resulting segmentation introduced errors,
presented by box plots in Fig. 12, demonstrate substan-
tial decrease of the errors while using 2D SAW com-
pared to errors caused by binary segmentation masks.

Despite the evident decrease of tissue 1D NPS estima-
tion errors, perspectives for further improvement, and
even more precise estimation of 1D NPS, can be seen.
Skeleton, which is crucial for design of 2D SAW and
also for final magnitude of SIE (compare box plots in
Fig.7 and Fig.12), is in this paper calculated optimally
such that the resulting Bartlett (triangular) SAW is max-
imally similar to the distance map of the original object.
The original idea assumes that such optimal skeleton
design will exhibit equal SIE for Bartlett SAW and dis-
tance maps. Use of better windowing functions (win-
dows which exhibit less error than Bartlett while non-
optimized skeletonization is used) on those skeletons
will thereafter decrease SIE below the level of error
when distance maps are used. The idea is not fully con-
firmed as errors produced by Bartlett windows while es-
timating 1D NPS of paranasal sinuses are substantially
lower than SIE while using distance maps, see Fig.12a,
and higher in case of soft tissue, see Fig.12c. Those
discrepancies suggest that skeletonization can be per-
formed in such way that segmentation introduced error
of Bartlett 2D SAW is lower than error produced by dis-
tance maps, which gives a good perspective for future
work.
In order to achieve even more precise estimation of tis-
sue 1D NPS, skeletonization will not be further opti-
mized on the basis of similarity with a distance map.
One possible alternative way is to optimize theoretical
frequency properties of windowing functions. Measur-
ing frequency properties of one-dimensional window-
ing functions is well known problem, see [Har78], and
many parameters such as peak ripple value of sidelobes,
the frequency at which main lobe drops to the peak rip-
ple value of sidelobes, bandwidth of main lobe at atten-
uation -3 dB and -6 dB, sidelobes fall off rate or equiv-
alent noise bandwidth are routinely used. It is possi-
ble to generalize those parameters and use them in two-
dimensional case. Which frequency parameters are ap-
propriate for tissue 1D NPS estimation remains to be
found, theoretical assessment of windows quality must
therefore be coupled with practical measures based on
simulated noise as described in section 3. Determina-
tion of crucial frequency parameters will be performed
on a set of testing binary images, similar to the binary
object in Fig. 8, specially designed to find out whether
intrusion of skeleton into thin parts of binary objects is
advantageous.
An alternative to the proposed two-dimensional spa-
tially adaptive weighting functions can be represented
by 2D tapered windows (inspired by Tukey function
[Har78]), which modulate the function smoothly to zero
only at the boundaries of an object. Such a 2D window
can be created using certain number of morphological
thinning iterations applied to a binary object and sub-
sequent 2D convolution with properly scaled 2D kernel
(e.g. Hann window as function of two spatial variables).
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This approach will also require optimization; i.e. op-
timization of the number of thinning iterations which
influence depth of binary object’s border modulation.

The proposed methodology of designing 2D spatially
adaptive windowing functions may possibly have fur-
ther applications, e.g. in texture analysis based on lo-
cally calculated Fourier transforms. Use of the pro-
posed windowing functions may then enable more pre-
cise calculation of texture features in locations where
Fourier transform can not be calculated from square
neighborhood (for example in detection of retinal nerve
fibre layer near to vessels in fundus camera images).
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